
Candy Crush Saga

**About Candy Crush Saga**

Candy Crush Saga is one of the most popular games for smartphones and tablets. In this popular

Match 3 game, players have to switch and match sweets to solve hundreds of levels as quickly as

possible.

In Candy Crush Saga, you explore the big and sugar-sweet world of the Candy Kingdom. Switch

and match colorful candies and let them disappear from the field. In each level you are confronted

with different tasks, which you have to solve in order to complete the level successfully. Once

you've completed 50 levels, you'll also unlock an additional gameworld, the Dreamworld, where

more levels await you. Follow the “List of the Best” and fight against your friends.

**Candy Crush Saga - Features:**

- Switch and match candies: The main goal of Candy Crush Saga is to switch and match candies.

Once you have matched at least three candies, they disappear from the field. In each level, a new

task awaits you, which you have to solve: either to achieve a certain number of points, to achieve

as many points as possible in a given time or to collect certain ingredients.

- Booster: In Candy Crush Saga, you are also confronted with particularly difficult levels. To be able

to solve them more quickly, you can use special boosters such as striped candies or color bombs.

- Unlock the dream world: As soon as you have achieved 50 levels, the dream world is unlocked.

There you follow the owl Odus through even more levels. So if you are not able to continue in the

normal game world, you can still escape to the dream world and try levels there.

- “List of the Best”: With the help of the “List of the Best”, you can always track how well and how

far your friends are. Reach the high score and show your friends that you are the best Candy Crush

player.

- Connect with Facebook: Since you only have a limited number of lives in Candy Crush Saga, you

either have to play particularly well and do not lose lives or ask friends for lives. If you connect with

Facebook, you can receive life or boosters from friends or send them yourself.

Conclusion: Candy Crush Saga is not for nothing one of the most popular games for smartphones

and tablets. The game is not only characterized by hundreds of colorful levels that are always fun

to play, but also by social features that allow you to easily connect and compare with your friends.

Since every two weeks new levels are uploaded, the play pleasure is limitless.


